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1).  Your point of view is appreciated

Gary,

Thank you for expressing these matters from your own perspective.  I found your words 

to be very moving and on target
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2).  We must address our internal enemies frst!

…except in one respect…

We as the people of this great nation, must confront the enemies of the American people 

who present themselves draped in the American flag.  However, Gary...They wear the flag 

(replete with the fringe for the most part) as wolves wear the coats of a sheep.
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3).  None of this would have happened with a lawful Congress

Members of a lawful legitimate government, would not have permitted the treason 

against the American people as we have fallen victim to since the 1860’s.  And even more 

recently, the obama tyranny.  Legitimate members of Congress would have stood by their oaths 

and honored their fiduciary obligations to protect America from the ravages you so colorfully 

describe.
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4).  A proposal for the consideraion of the sovereign Americans

For those who wish to effect a genuine rational and reasonable solution, administered in a 

responsible manner, taking into account preserving the freedom and dignity of the most 

vulnerable of our society, please consider the following suggestions:
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5).  Phase one:

Phase one:

1) We must rationally analyze with what we are confronted…

⁃ A series of realities deliberately crafted to distort and deceive the American 

people into believing and accepting narratives designed, promoted and executed 

for nefarious purposes of control.

2) From the very beginning of the American experiment, there are signs many researchers 

seem to agree, that Washington and Franklin may have been complicit from the 

beginning.

3) There are also signs America may have been nothing more than one more colony just like 

Australia.

4) We as the people must also address the facts that present themselves very clearly today, 

that there has not been a lawful government, operating on the delegated authority of the 

governed, since the 1860’s.  Possibly never.
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6).  Phase two:

Phase two:

1) Identify the wolves in sheep’s clothing

⁃ Test them - An American sovereign asks; Who Are You?

2) Call out those who fail to provide legitimate credentials as criminal impersonators

—-impostors

3) Publicly discredit their claims to legitimacy

4) Call on their removal from office based upon fraud and deception.

5) As the sovereign Americans follow-through a pattern of deception and criminal 

abuse will emerge and support the claims of the sovereigns that no  lawful or 

legitimate government exists.

https://scannedretina.com/2017/06/26/an-american-sovereign-asks-who-are-you/
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7).  Phase three

Phase three

1) With no lawful government the people are free to hold legitimate and lawful 

elections

2) Create the election process and hold elections at the precinct level,  for the 

appropriate local seats of government which currently exist but are vacant.

3) Move up the administrative hierarchy and repeat the same operations for county 

and state officials. 

4) Install the qualified elected officials as part of the de jure government by the people, 

of the people and for the people.

5) By default…De jure trumps de facto.
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8).  Autograph

arnie

arnie@arnierosner.com

714-964-4056 24/7

scannedretina.com

mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
http://scannedretina.com/
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9).  Gary Koniz presents...

On Jul 27, 2018, at 1:42 PM, Gary Koniz <gary.koniz@hotmail.com> wrote:

     You are not on our frequency if you do not remember The American United States in 

the Post WWII Era of our Fathers before The Vietnam War Civil Rights Act Anti-War Draft 

Dodger Hippie Alliance Drug War Rebellion Surrendered Our American Nation to eventual 

Downfall. The European Americans are still The Sovereign of the "A Bombs" here however at 

this present time being intervened with; and WE are still the Masters of our own Self- Governing 

Determinations over our Affair of State and over the Foreign Populations residing here 

peacefully in auspices among us in The American United States. Regarding these Foreign 

Immigrants to our shores, that Our European American Sovereignty is not a Free-For-All To 

Any of Them! And the Issue it is Not Up For Debate! 

     If you want to side with the Over-Run of Alien Foreign Invaders Mass Migrating to 

this Country and occurring now in huge numbers being allowed to Take-Over the American 

United States and our U.S. Military and our Atomic Weaponry on the Mistaken Wording of The 

Civil Rights Act, then you are on the wrong side of a Civil War in assuming that Decidedly 

Foreign Populations To Us have the right by becoming Voting U.S. Citizens to our Democratic 

Processes to then be allowed to overpopulate themselves and to out-vote us; and to take over our 

Nation.  There is no difference between these Refugee Invaders and Armed Troops crossing our 

boarders We have no guarantee of their Loyalty and who at any time could Take Up Arms 

Against Us.
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    There are new waves of Invaders up from Nicaragua, Honduras and Mexico coming at 

Us now.   You Do Not Want Them, and the rest of the invading Refugee Humanity from African 

and the Asian Populations, and from India, and from the Militant Islamic Hostile Mid-Eastern 

Populations operating under Sharia Law; and with our Liberal politicians siding with them on 

their coat-tails who they elect to do their bidding, to Have the A Bombs?  Canada, Russia, and 

our European NATO Allies don't either and Are Taking all precautions to secure our Homeland.

 

     WE have a lot of work to do here to secure the American United States from Foreign 

Overrun and Outright Surrender on the Anti-White European Drug Legalization Agendas, should 

Foreign Peoples Take Power over Us on The Liberal Democratic Out-Voting Us Clause of the 

Civil Rights Act of 1964 and to reestablish their own Immigration Policies thereof and Invading 

Us according to their own way and with outright control of our Military and Atomic Weaponry. 

 

     The Civil Rights Act needs to be immediately Re-Written and Clarified along these 

lines of Unequivocal Agreement: that The Civil Rights Act of 1964 never intended The 

Surrender of The American United States; and that the Established American People are the 

Sovereign here, and are to remain so, understood, that WE can never be usurped no matter how 

many dependent Foreign Wards of State Peoples arrive here daily to our shores. Good Common 

Sense Dictates that National Defense is our Imminent Priority of concern at this time. And there 

are many other Urgent Agendas of State requiring the intelligent reasoning of Convening 

Patriotic Americans.
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     Let US Pray together now at this time while we are still able, that All Works Out Well 

here. “All Is Well That Ended Well”, as the saying goes rephrased; regarding our Mutual State of 

Our American Affairs of State requiring dramatic and urgent decisive decisions to be Acted 

Upon to the Issues Most Affecting Us concerning our U.S. American Sovereignty and Racial 

Heritage.

 

     The Saving of The White Race from Mulatto-ized Genocide Extinction, and to our 

Securing the Inviolate Indomitable Nature of the White European American Sovereignty (not to 

be confounded by the vulgar epithet of Racist White Supremacy) that Cannot Be Defeated 

Militarily or Usurped by the Democracy that are the Critical Manifests to understand about and 

To Act Upon here.

     That, The Civil Rights Act, in all of its well-meant intentions for the Social Equality 

of the Negroes and other Minorities; was in its intention, always foreseen and intended to be In 

Conception of Constitutional Legality, as a MINORITY INCLUSION LEGISLATION; 

Ensuring and Protecting The Equality of All Racial, Ethnic, and Nationalistic Differences here 

among the prevailing Status Quo of the White Europeans who Founded The Nation of The 

United States and Who Are Its Absolute and Undisputed Sovereign. 

     And to be stated for in the same breath; that We need to emphatically resolve at this 

time in the Absolute Necessity and with Military Intervention Reasoning of Conclusive Heroin/
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Drug Warfare Intervention coinciding with the Criminal Third-World Take-Over of The United 

States in that meaning and for other motives of Racial and Nationalistic Aggrandizing.

 

     There is also the Imperative on the part of the White Race, both Male and Female to 

speak for, of the Frank Necessity by Voluntary Determinations of Choice to Be Putting a Firm 

Halt To the Mulatto-ized Inter-Racial Breeding Procreation Genocide of The White Race as it is 

presently occurring here in America and Elsewhere of the Earth. That has left other parts of the 

Earth such as Egypt, the Mid-East, the Caribbean, and Latin and Central America, already 

devoid of White People and turned them into Off-Colored Unsettled Bickering Populations.

 

     And being allowed to be carried on with to its finality of the inevitable end result of 

Total Mulatto-izing by the present Social Orientation of the White Race European Americans, 

for The United States to become eventually like The Subcontinent of India where No White 

People Exist any longer.  That already in its deadly confrontational stages here in The United 

States in alarms at this time.   And of which Annihilation Portending To Occur that Is Not To Be 

The Case as History Will Bear Us Out To Prevent.

     All of these matters, for the Good of Our America and for All Mankind, are each to be 

taken to heart in the Critical Necessity To Be Solemnly Repaired and Carried Out With Urgently 

by a Voluntary and Spirited Patriotic Social Movement of State to be Conducted Unilaterally by 

All the Peoples of the Earth who are present here at this time.
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     And what will be met, as to be expected, with Violent Door Closings by The 

Establishment Hating Liberal-Third World Party Underworld who are bent on the Over-Throw 

and Desecration of The White European Americans, OUR Traditional Christian Heritage and 

Values, and OUR American Way of Life. And Who are not Liberal Minded at all; of these so-

called Liberals with their Drug Oriented Antithetical Social Orientations, as WE have discussed, 

but bent on Intolerance Themselves, and who are the Most Intolerant of all in their Not Allowing 

any Opposing or Alternative Views to surface to their ways of thinking.  WE are the most 

Tolerant Nation on the Earth, in all reasonableness of the meaning, not to be unreasonable with 

Us about.

 

     People here are not allowed to think and to say what they really feel any more, and to 

express their differences of opinions freely, to talk things out and to negotiate fair and equitable 

terms for everyone concerned, and to come to mutual Understanding and Agreement about how 

to proceed and live among other successful here, and to agree to state and condition of the terms 

that WE are to successfully live by.  To what at present in Opposition To Us that WE are Being 

Manipulated and Controlled by the means of Censorship, Social Criticism, Ridicule Attacks, and 

Shunning Ostracism, and by more severe measures of Warfaring Stratagem in Mafia Tactics 

when it comes to Narcotics Drugs.

 

     Put yourself on Path of God The Father and you will go with HIM.   HE is the 

Thought Voice in your head to be with.  It doesn't get any more mysterious, nor any more 

fundamental, nor any grander to conceive of than that.  "In The Beginning Was The Word, And 
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The Word Was With God, and The Word Was God."   

 

     And what else are we to do, who did not create ourselves, and only find ourselves to 

be alive in the midst of God, as a Part of God and HIS Creation, and With God's Conflicts To 

Resolve According To HIS Plan of Action to achieve the desired results to make HIM Happy 

and Pleased with HIS Existence and about HIS Creation.  We are God's People in that regard to 

Help HIM Out.

 

     We are in the destiny of the concerted emergence of a New Society here in The United 

States of America; one in which all the Social Forces at play here need to have a mutual 

understanding and healthy respectful regard for one another.  

     It is never coming again, this opportunity that is upon us now to shape and create an 

Enlightened Great Society here in Social Destiny upon the Earth; but it is here, in the here and 

now of the present situation, for us yet to accomplish, and forever that way to realize our 

Genuine Divine Potential unto God Our Father and to live on seeking peace here on Planet Earth 

together as Human Beings. You feel it too. I know you do, The Kingdom of Heaven at hand.

     Pay Attention to what The Father is Directing US to do.  Say what it is that is wrong 

and say what it is that is to be done about it.  Say Yes, when you mean yes, and No, when you 

mean no, and let Fate take over.  And what else is there to do?  Death is coming for Us All to be 

At Peace in each of our hearts with The Father about.  What WE need is to clean house now and 
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get it done with.  There is no time like the present to begin to Re-Orient Our Nation Under God 

by each of Us taking a stand and a willing hand to help out in the achievement of our Social 

Goals to be at peace with one another in our days.

 

     But People are reluctant to take-up with the stand to defend themselves and Our 

American Nation because they have already surrendered in Stockholm Syndrome to the Enemy 

At The Gates, to use a phrasing, and choosing to eat crow to their surrendered inevitability. We'll 

await the next staging of Race Riots in Mob Violence, and Plunder, and burning our cities to the 

ground then and see where that takes us. And however, it is that you want to see it going down in 

that way, to state, that it is not going down here in Our America without a fight by those of us, 

and Proud Americans All, and there are a Nation of Us, who stand ready to fight and to defend 

our Race and our Homeland.

     The Civil Rights Act as it was Drafted and Accepted by the American People was a 

Minority Inclusion Equal Rights Bill Legislation; enacted out of sympathy for the then down-

trodden Negro Population, and other Minorities present among us, to attempt The Great Society 

Idea as a more enlightened and humane approach with them.

 

     Civil Rights however Was Not a Tantamount Surrender of the White European 

American Sovereign to The Negro Race, nor to any Coalition of Foreign Speaking Peoples from 

everywhere else on the globe; and pending in submission to their Build-Up and amassing of 

Over-Extended Third World Immigration Invasion Over-Overrun as is occurring at this time; 
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concurrently with the Depopulating of The White Race by the Propagandized Social Acceptance 

of Mulatto-ized Assimilation Genocide of The White People being programmed into the United 

States Population by the media, and product advertising, as Mixed Households being the 

mainstream norm to the slogan of “People Fall In Love;” depicting Inter-Raced White and 

Colored Negro Families with a mixture of White and Colored Children sitting happily around the 

Breakfast Table, to be promoting the Genocide of The White Race eventually by eliminating The 

White People, one household at a time, and outnumbering Us Democratically to the Vote; and in 

calculated plot to establish their Moorish Islamic Mulatto State in professed Global Domination.

 

      And for what reasoning that the more stringent Methods of Racial Apartheid 

Segregation were in place in past history and being used to isolate and distance the Negroes from 

the White Race.  And in this modern sense at present is stated to be; To Extricate Ourselves 

From.

 

     This is a Race of Mankind that WE are discussing about here; concerning the 

Genocide of the White Race; that is being systematically whittled away and calculatingly being 

destroyed to that finality of extinction in guile on the cajoling Mulatto Negro Side to Be 

Extinguished by the banter of “People Are People” in placating along the social acceptance of 

the idea of their Inter-Racial Marriage and Procreation Race of Mulattoes Hybrid Mixed Birth 

Antithetical Ideology. And that is being promulgated in the T.V., Movie, and Advertising Media 

presently as being the mainstream norm.
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       I am glad that We see eye to eye in discussing our grievances with the Negro 

Population to achieve a peaceful resolution to the conflicts which are troubling Us, of both 

Races, and in an intelligent and caring manner to be conducting our Peace Talks. 

 

     And as WE, in Communion with The Father, and Under HIS Directed Guidance in 

Leadership, have labored towards a defined resolution of the Mixed Inter-Racial Procreation 

Apartheid situation trouble Us in the wording accepted voluntary compliance of:  1.  Whites 

marry Whites, Coloreds Marry Coloreds (closely aligned with their Color Variation), and Blacks 

marry Blacks.  2.  And critically important as well that the United States, that was Founded as a 

White European Christian Nation, is to remain in the hearts and minds of the Established 

Minorities, firmly held in Sovereign American Hands no matter how many numbers of foreign 

refugees WE take in, or how large the foreign populations eventually grow to be in 

outnumbering Us.

 

     3.  And also, in stipulation to be firmly understood; that WE be able to Militarily 

Remove under Martial Law the Heroin and Other Drug Smuggling and Trafficking from Negro 

and other Racial and Ethnic Minority Districts. That are presently under siege of the Corrupt 

Heroin Drug Trafficking Trade, and very inhospitable places to investigate with their guns and 

murderous gang warfare orientations to attempt any conclusive interventions to without the use 

of Our Military Troops in presence investigating door to door like the census committee and 

armed with General Search and Seizure Warrants based to Obviousness of Suspicion.
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     And as We pray, that We together, by our mutual and desired understanding of the 

nature of our Holy Reality of Existence here together on Planet Earth in firm determination of 

alliance To Do What Is Right as WE together proceed to ensure that an enduring and permanent 

lasting peace will finally be achieved here in Our Country and All Elsewhere of the Earth on the 

settled nature of our Race Relations Agreements, in God's Name We Pray.

 

     A Tragic Race War has possibly been avoided here by your insightful deliberations 

and consideration to reconcile the divided inheritance of growing up as a Mixed Black and White 

Colored American, and to end a tormented reality that has been going-on for thousands of years 

to endless cycles of Bitterness and Wars.

1 Corinthians 1:10 New International Version (NIV)

A Church Divided Over Leaders

10 I appeal to you, brothers and sisters, in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, that all of 

you agree with one another in what you say and that there be no divisions among you, but that 

you be perfectly united in mind and thought.

________________________________________________________________________

______________
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Respectfully,

Gary L. Koniz, J.D.

Journalist Correspondent

Veterans of the Vietnam War

Write-In Candidate for

U.S. House of Representatives

4th Congressional District, Florida

9480 Princeton Square Blvd. S., #815

Jacksonville, FL  32256

Office (904) 730-2055

Cell  (904) 504-1652

https://www.garykonizforcongress.com

https://www.facebook.com/gary.koniz

http://dos.elections.myflorida.com/candidates/CanList.asp

The Kingdom Of God

http://www.amazon.com/dp/1720607699

 

New Work

https://www.garykonizforcongress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/gary.koniz
http://dos.elections.myflorida.com/candidates/CanList.asp
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1720607699
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http://www.amazon.com/dp/1986670732

The Orders Of The Day

http://www.amazon.com/dp/1721039147

Frozen Time

http://www.amazon.com/dp/1722840757

Reference Highlights

http://www.amazon.com/dp/1719057109

  

www.HowToWinInCourt.com?refercode=KG0003

“United Labor Unifying The Nation Providing Jobs 

And A Fair Cost Of Living Wage For The People"

The Right Formula for Peace and Prosperity in Our Time.

I am running for Congress as a 2018 "WRITE-IN CANDIDATE," for

Florida's 4th CD; mandating for appropriate Cost of Living Wages,

a Fair Price Cost Essentials Index Regulation, a Payroll Deducted

http://www.amazon.com/dp/1986670732
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1721039147
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1722840757
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1719057109
http://www.howtowinincourt.com/?refercode=KG0003
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National Health Care Plan, and for Full Faith Fiat Issue To Finance

Government Services and Provide Public Employment; To Generate 

the Consumer Purchasing Power We Need for Economic Growth.

"That the Earth with All Its Life Abounding Exists in an Eternity of Infinite Time 

and Space 

is a miracle beyond comprehension to behold.  Let us therefore, in realizing this, to 

govern 

over ourselves accordingly, and to create a Model Society upon this Earth for the 

Entire World

to emulate.  Sophisticated Reasoning Is In Order Here:  In The End You Will Say, 

'We Did It 

Ourselves.' We Are The Ones Here To Make Those Moral Determinations Of 

Ethical Choice."
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